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FADE IN:EXT.Day Local jail
Cars driving by with people walking in front of the jail.

GUS(V.O.)
Someone told me once that normal is
about compensation and what you makes
you feel good in life.
Gus mid 20's to early 30's casual dressed but messy with
toilet paper up his nose.
CUT TO:Gus getting put into the jail cell and the sound of
the cell door closing .
GUS(V.O.) (cont'd)
Well i guess going crazy finding out
the girl you love is a porn star
wanting to keep it a secret well
shit.
INT.JAIL CELL
Gus walking and sitting on a bench and stares at the wall.
GUS(V.O.) (cont'd)
Well it never was like this before i
was more comfortable in my little
shell of a life but then one day i
needed out and boy did i get out.
INT.Office building pointed to washroom door with people
outside the door listening to the sound of Gus vomiting on
the other side.
SHAWN
Hey buddy quit it were late!
Shawn mid 20's to early 30's professionally dressed neat
hair, clean shaven, cocky attitude one of Gus's friend's.
Gus comes out if the washroom and people begin to leave Gus
and Shawn start to walk through the office to meeting room
and enter the meeting room and sit down.
Boss enters the room and sits down
Boss older person professionally dressed

2.

SHAWN (cont'd)
Big day hey Gus
GUS
Don't jinx it
SHAWN
Dude face it your in man a big
promotion for your work and big fat
raise.
GUS
Yeah it took sometime and hard-work
but it is finally all well worth it.
SHAWN
Yeah wont it be nice fuck any chick
in this office you want.
GUS
Dude really is that all you can think
of ?
SHAWN
No! Well yeah sure why not how else
am i suppose to get through the day.
GUS
Um work might help you wouldn't be
stuck where your at.
SHAWN
Yeah whatever Gussy just remember us
little folks when your humping your
secretary next week.
Gus rolls his eyes and leans back into his chair
BOSS
Today i have big news we are here to
give noticed to one of your fellow
employees.
SHAWN(WHISPERING)
Here it comes Mr VP.
GUS
Shut up Shawn!

3.
BOSS
This person has shown that hard work
and dedication does actually pay off
more than kissing my ass.
Everyone laughs
BOSS (cont'd)
Now without a further doing.
SHAWN
Time to get up and get what came for
buddy.
Gus starts to get up
BOSS
Paul.
Gus stopping midway in getting and eyes bugging out of his
head and mouth dropping

GUS(V.O.)
(Now lets stop for a
second .most people
here would have sat
back down and clap
but this is where i
decided to make a
notion that this
wasn't going to be
taken lightly like
most every other
time i was
overlooked.)
Gus looks over towards the boss and sees Paul and the boss
shaking hands.
PAUL
Thank you sir for the job and i wont
let you down.
GUS(YELLS)
Are you fucking kidding me!
CUT TO:Everyone looking at Gus
BOSS
Gus?

4.
Gus looking towards the Boss and Paul
BOSS (cont'd)
Are you okay?

GUS
No everything is not okay!

BOSS
Well lets here whats wrong?

SHAWN
Dude don't do it man not here .
GUS
No let's!
Gus walks towards the Boss and Paul
GUS (cont'd)
You know sir I've been here for quite
sometime and I've taken every course
needed. I've never been late I've
worked long hours and every time you
promote someone else who has done
shit for this company .
BOSS
Now Gus lets talk about this later
please ?

Gus gets close to the bosses ear
GUS
I am tired of being fucked up the ass
fatty.
Bosses eyes get bigger
BOSS
Gus what the hell!

5.
GUS
Why don't you just wine and dine me
before you fuck me i would feel a lot
better!
Gus sits on the meeting table
GUS (cont'd)
So why don't you just fuck me right
here right now!
Gus lays back on the table and lifts his legs up and spreads
them and starts to make a grunting noise .
The boss looking angry and with noise of Gus still grunting
Boss's office with Gus sitting in a chair leaning forward
with hand clinched together
Boss walks into the office and Gus gets up to see the boss
GUS (cont'd)
Sir I'm really sorry..
Boss interrupts Gus
BOSS
Gus sit down.
Gus sits down
Boss sits down behind his desk and leans back in his chair
BOSS (cont'd)
Gus I'm not going to fire you.
GUS
Oh thank god I'll do whatever to.
Boss interrupts
BOSS
Yes you are going to do something.
GUS
Yeah whatever..
Boss gets up and walk around the desk and sits on the desk
and looks at Gus
BOSS
You're going to see my friend who is
a doctor.

6.
GUS
A doctor but i don't.
Boss interrupts
BOSS
He is a psychiatrist and your going
to see him .
GUS
Okay
BOSS
And your also taking time off that
way you have no excuses on why you
didn't see him . After you come back
nice and friendly like and if you as
much as fuck up you'll be lucky if
you get a job shoveling shit in a
zoo. do we have a deal .
GUS
Yes sir.
Boss gets up and walks behind the desk and sits back down
BOSS
Now get the hell out of here before i
change my mind!
GUS
Yes sir!
Gus gets up and walks out of the office and down the hallway
Gus walking down the hallway Shawn comes up beside Gus

SHAWN
Dude how did it go!
GUS
I'm not sure.
SHAWN
What do you mean our not sure!
GUS
Well I'm not fired.
SHAWN
What? Really no way?

7.
GUS
Yeah i have to go see a doctor and
I'm on vacation.

SHAWN stops and laughs
GUS Stops and turns around
SHAWN
Are you fucking kidding me!
GUS
No!
SHAWN
Buddy I'm taking you to the track!
GUS
Why?
SHAWN
With your luck i would never lose.
Come here bud i want to check
something out.
SHAWN Walks up to Gus and turns him around and looks at his
ass
GUS
What the hell are you doing?
SHAWN
I'm checking to see how many
horseshoes you have up there.
GUS
What!
Gus turns around to Shawn
SHAWN
Yep i knew it you have the whole line
up in there.
GUS
Really! Shawn!
SHAWN
Hey we got to celebrate free vacation
and not getting fired for asking to
be fucked by the boss hoohhoo!!!!

8.
GUS
Yeah well i don't know where it came
from? But i do know that i am very
lucky that i wasn't arrested for it?
SHAWN
And you have to be thankful that i
forgot my phone at my desk.
GUS
Why?
SHAWN
Because i would have taken a video of
it and put it on the net and make
some fast cash buddy.
GUS
Shawn really?
SHAWN
Nah just joking bud well maybe.
GUS Starts to walk away from SHAWN
SHAWN (cont'd)
Where you going?
GUS
Home to relax and get out of here.
SHAWN
Yeah well remember you said you would
go bowling tonight i want to meet ED
after hearing this he'd love ya.
GUS
Whatever see you later.
SHAWN
Yeah see ya later you lucky ass.
FADE OUT
1

FADE IN:INT.BOWLING ALLEY SOUND OF MUSIC PLAYING BOWLING
BALLS ROLLING AND PINS BEING KNOCKED DOWN AND PEOPLE TALKING
Gus dressed in casual clothes
Close up of Gus aiming the ball

(CONTINUED)

1

9.
1

CONTINUED:

1
GUS
Don't fuck up don't fuck up!

GUS taking shot
SHAWN(YELLS)
Hey shit for brains!
GUS Shooting
GUS
Son of a bitch!

BOWLING BALL GOING DOWN ONE OF THE GUTTERS
GUS (cont'd)
I missed ..shit!
SHAWN WALKING UP TO THE LANE
Shawn dressed in casual clothes
SHAWN
Hey too bad bud what kind of shot was
that the old gutter.
GUS WALKING BACK TO THE TABLE TO MARK DOWN HIS SCORE
GUS
I call it the lack of concentration.
SHAWN
Yeah well better luck next time.
GUS Looks at SHAWN with a angry look
ED walks behind SHAWN
Ed late 20's to mid 30's whatever he dresses like that day
attitude is just relaxed yet dumb witted.

ED
Hey you ugly motherfucker!
SHAWN
Hey you piece of shit!
(CONTINUED)

10.
1

CONTINUED: (2)

1

ED
Hey who is this?
SHAWN
Yeah this is Gus the guy i told you
about.
GUS
Hi there.
GUS goes up to shake Ed's hand and Ed looks at Gus
ED
Your serious right Shawny he's the
one.
SHAWN
Yeah man this is the guy who asked to
be fucked by the boss man.
ED
Just one question?
GUS
Uh sure what it is?
ED Starts to laugh
ED
Why didn't you ask for a cigarette
after you got fucked.
ED And SHAWN start to laugh
GUS
Well why didn't you ask for one also
seems that someone like you could
have used one after the gang-bang you
went through.
SHAWN and ED stop laughing
ED
What did you say!
GUS Stops and cowers away
GUS
Sorry didn't know where that?
ED Grabs GUS around the arms

(CONTINUED)

11.
1

CONTINUED: (3)

1

ED
nah nah nah i like him he's witty.
ED Hugs GUS and starts to laugh
ED (cont'd)
Let's shoot some balls eh?
SHAWN,GUS,ED walk towards the alley and get ready to bowl
SHAWN
Alright ladies who's first!
ED
Gussy you first.
GUS
Sure? Why not .
GUS Goes up and grabs a ball a goes up to the line in a
granny shot position
SHAWN
Whoa whoa what the hell!
GUS Stands up
GUS
What?
SHAWN
What the hell is this!
GUS
I'm shooting what does it look like?
SHAWN
Your shooting but when we came in you
were standing doing a proper shot!
ED
Dude let him shoot how he wants to
man.
GUS
Those were practice shots i haven't
played in awhile.
SHAWN
How long is a while!
GUS
Since i was a little kid.
(CONTINUED)

12.
1

CONTINUED: (4)

1

SHAWN
Really then why were you practice
shooting standing up?
GUS
Well i don't shoot to well standing
up.
SHAWN
Well we ain't here to judge how you
shoot so lets see the shot man.
ED
Come on do it lets giver shit man.
GUS
Well okay?
Gus lines up in the standing shot position and goes forward
to shoot .
FADE TO BLACK With the sound of the bowling ball crashing
into something
GUS(YELLS)
Shit!!
ED laughing
EXT.NIGHT Bowling alley
GUS,ED,SHAWN walking out
ED laughing
SHAWN
Holy shit man what was the hell was
that!
GUS
I told you guys!
SHAWN
I though you were bullshitting!
ED
I have never seen that in my life did
you see where that went!
SHAWN
We all know where it went dude!

(CONTINUED)

13.
1

CONTINUED: (5)

1

GUS
Listen guys I'm sorry i have to go i
have allot on my mind right now and
this is not what i want on my mind.
GUS Starts to walk away from ED and SHAWN
SHAWN
Where you going?
GUS
Home i got a appointment tomorrow.
SHAWN
AH okay you sure you don't' want to
go for a beer.
ED
Yeah come on man you really impressed
us with shooting that fucker through
the roof.
SHAWN
Ed shut up.
GUS
NO thanks and thank you for reminding
me of the reason why i won't come
back.
ED
Ah come on one little hiccup and you
quit.
Gus continuing to walk away
GUS
Night guys.
DISSOLVE TO: Gus walking away
THE NEXT DAY EXT.MORNING small office building people
walking by as Gus walks up a looks at address on the door
and then Gus opens the door and walks in.
CUT TO:INT. Office building with reception area with allot
of chairs Gus looks to see a small intercom on the desk with
a sign reading press to get help.
Gus presses the button .
Door to another office opens and voice coming through the
opening door
(CONTINUED)

14.
1

CONTINUED: (6)

1
DR NORMAN

Come in.
Gus looks at the door and starts to walk over and stops and
looks inside and the door
DR NORMAN (cont'd)
Yes it is a door now come in.
INT.DR Norman's office
Gus walks in to see a desk with a chair turned around and
two chairs toward the desk
DR NORMAN (cont'd)
Come in come in and sit down.
Gus goes towards the chair and begins to sit down
DR NORMAN (cont'd)
Not that one the other chair please.
GUS
But you told me to sit down?
DR NORMAN
Just not that chair.
GUS
But how did you know which chair i
was going to sit down in.
DR NORMAN
I didn't..
Chair swings around and to see Dr Norman in the chair
Dr Norman middle aged man wearing a jacket with elbow
patches and dress shirt and jeans
DR NORMAN (cont'd)
But i made you think i did and you
listened why is that.
GUS
Um because i was told to listen
every-time since i was a kid.
Dr Norman looks at Gus and gets up and walk around the desk
and the office

(CONTINUED)

15.
1

CONTINUED: (7)

1

DR NORMAN
Have you ever done something out of
your normal life style?
GUS
What do you mean?
DR NORMAN
Have you ever lived on the edge?
GUS
I guess not?
DR NORMAN
You see that is where i am getting
the fact that you accepted the fact
for so long you just stayed in a Gus
bubble that when you didn't get the
promotion your bubble burst.
GUS
How did you?
DR NORMAN
I read your file that was sent to me
from your job and you ain't crazy or
nuts you just had a little bubble
burst.
GUS
Then what am i?
Dr Norman stops in front of the desk and reaches into his
pocket and pulls out two suckers.
DR NORMAN
Here have one?
Dr Norman hands Gus a sucker
Gus unwraps it and puts it in his mouth
DR NORMAN (cont'd)
You see Gus you lived the
eat,sleep,work lifestyle.
GUS
Yeah whats wrong with that?
Dr Norman interrupts
DR NORMAN
I am not finished.
(CONTINUED)

16.
1

CONTINUED: (8)

1
GUS

Sorry.
DR NORMAN
Gus you need a break from life and
perfectly saying your life . I want
you to take this little suspension or
vacation and really do something out
of the normal .
GUS
Okay I'll take a vacation to a lake
or beach?
DR NORMAN
Nice start but no . I want you to
live a little . For example if you
watch TV don't go out ,if you have
steak on every Tuesday have pasta .
If you even want take up a hobby do
you have a hobby Gus
GUS
Well uh no?
DR NORMAN
Then get one be something you want to
be after work and when this shit
happens you can go and vent out that
way.
GUS Looks at Dr Norman and gets up
GUS
Well okay I'll go get a hobby or
something?
DR NORMAN
Good good now lets do it and when i
see you next time i want to see a
better person.
Gus and Dr Norman exit
area

his office back to the reception

DR NORMAN (cont'd)
Oh by the way i have one more
question?
GUS
What is that?

(CONTINUED)

17.
1

CONTINUED: (9)
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DR NORMAN
Did you ask for a cigarette after
being fucked by your boss?
Dr Norman starts to laugh
Gus looks at Dr Norman
GUS
Really after one meeting you doing
this to me.
DR NORMAN
Just joking sorry now get out of here
and go wreak havoc on the world.
Gus leaves the building
DR NORMAN (cont'd)
God one day he is going o wind up
shooting the office up.
CUT TO:EXT.Dr Norman's office AFTERNOON people walking by
Gus standing in front of the door
GUS
Get a hobby? How the hell am i going
to get a hobby maybe he should get a.
Gus turns around and walks right into a person carry boxes
Gus and person fall down boxes go all over the place
GUS (cont'd)
Hey why don't you watch where your
going lady!
KITT
Why don't you watch you walked into
me you shithead!
KITT mid to late 20's slim body covered most of the time by
larger clothing hair color doesn't matter very upbeat
attitude .
KITT STARTS TO PICK UP THE BOXES AND NOTICES ONE OF THE
BOXES IS LEAKING
KITT (cont'd)
Ah damn it! See what you did!
Gus looks over to see the leaking box
(CONTINUED)

18.
1
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GUS
I'll pay for it!
KITT
You damn rights you'll pay for it!
GUS
Here how much!
KITT
Let me see how many are damaged!
Kitt grabs the box and opens it
Gus looks over to see jars in the box
GUS
Whats in the jars?
Kitt turns around
KITT
Canned goods!
GUS
I'm sorry what
KITT
Canned goods you know like peaches
and pears
GUS
Why the hell are you carrying canned
goods in boxes
KITT
I make them and sell them and that
will be 60 bucks
GUS
60 bucks
KITT
Yeah 20 jars 3 bucks a jar that's 60
bucks now pay up
Gus reaches into his pockets and grabs his wallet and opens
it. Pulls out his credit card
KITT looks at Gus with disappointment
KITT (cont'd)
Fuck great
(CONTINUED)

19.
1
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GUS
Hey I'll pay ya i just got to find a
ATM
KITT
Well i ain't got time to wait for you
so you know what here help me with
the rest of these
KITT Starts to pick up the other boxes and hands them to GUS
GUS
What about the damaged ones
KITT
Remember you bought them so your
problem now hmmm
KITT start to walk away as Gus looks a her
GUS
Hey wait where are we going
KITT
To work
GUS
Where the hell is that. wait
CUT TO:EXT.LATER AFTERNOON
GUS and KITT walking with people walking around them KITT a
little further ahead of Gus
GUS (cont'd)
Okay stop for a sec
Gus and KITT stop KITT turns around
KITT
Will you hurry up and quit whining we
are almost there
GUS
Where is there we've been walking for
about 20 minutes and these boxes
aren't getting any lighter.
KITT
Gee i thought men were strong

(CONTINUED)

20.
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GUS
Yeah well i never had to carry this
heavy of box in my life isn't there a
document saying your only allowed to
carry so much weight .
KITT
Yeah well this ain't no job site and
you ain't my working bitch.now lets
go we are here

KITT grabs GUS and walks toward the building

GUS
What the hell is this place
EXT.SHOT OF BUILDING
CUT TO:INT.BUILDING LOTS OF PEOPLE AND TABLES WHERE OBJECTS
ARE BEING DISPLAYED GUS AND KITT WALKING AROUND AND STOP IN
FRONT OF A TABLE KITT PLACES HER BOX DOWN ON THE TABLE .
GUS (cont'd)
Excuse me where and what is this
place

KITT grabs Gus's box and puts it down on the table
KITT
This is a flea market and your at my
work.
GUS
Really
KITT
Yeah i sell all those things you
broke in that box and a ATM is in a
far corner on the right side .
GUS
And what if i decided to run
Kitt looks points over to a giant man sitting down selling
comic's

(CONTINUED)
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KITT

See him.
GUS
Yeah?
KITT
I'm going to get him to come with us
so you don't run .
GUS
Uh?
KITT
Last guy that tried to scam me wound
up picking his teeth out of his ass.
GUS look over to see the giant man get up and start to walk
over towards them.
Comic guy is a taller man late 30's mid 40's bald head
massive man
GUS
No need to I'll get it and come right
back?
KITT
Cool that's nice but he is still
coming just in case okay.
KITT slaps Gus on the face
GUS
Yeah no problem but his teeth out of
his ass.
KITT
Well more they scattered all over the
place but you get the idea know .
GUS
Yeah i get.
KITT,COMIC GUY,GUS walk away
CUT TO: ATM machine Gus pulling out cash from the machine
GUS (cont'd)
So big guy you uh do minor dental
work right?
COMIC GUY No response just looks at Gus
(CONTINUED)

22.
1
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GUS (cont'd)
Not much of a talker or cant you hear
me from up there?
Gus jumps up
GUS (cont'd)
Hello.
Gus jumps again only to be caught by the throat and picked
up a little
GUS (cont'd)
Uh yeah right the money?
Gus hands the money over to kitt
COMIC GUY put GUS down and both KITT and COMIC GUY walk away
leaving GUS standing there brushing himself off
GUS(V.O.)
(Yeah dude i
literally got mugged )
JUMP CUT TO:INT.Gus's apartment
Gus talking on the phone
SHAWN(V.O.)OTHER LINE
(Seriously dude you
need to go back
there and mess shit
up.)
GUS
Dude i did mention how big this guy
was.
SHAWN(V.O.)
So mess it up!
GUS
He'd kill me!
SHAWN(V.O.)
(So we would be there
to witness just in
case.)
GUS
Seriously in case of what the murder
of me come on man!

(CONTINUED)

23.
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SHAWN(V.O.)
(Hey it would teach
her a lesson maybe
go up to her and
tell her off then. )

GUS(YELLS)
Dude big monster goon hello!
SHAWN(V.O.)
(Oh yeah right well
maybe think of
something . Was she
hot. )
GUS
Umm i guess she was couldn't really
tell lots of loose clothing?
SHAWN(V.O.)
(Well go up and find
out tell her off and
then mess shit up
and run like fuck.)
GUS(YELLS)
Dude I'm not going to mess shit up!
SHAWN(V.O.)
(Then do something
get your balls back. )
GUS
My balls?
SHAWN(V.O.)
Yeah your balls.
GUS
Why are we friends again?
SHAWN(V.O.)
(My character. )
GUS
Bye Shawn.
GUS Hangs up the phone and walks around
GUS(YELLS)
Fuck me!

(CONTINUED)

24.
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CONTINUED: (16)
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Gus sits down on the couch and takes a deep breath
FADE TO BLACK
2

FADE IN:INT.FLEA MARKET PEOPLE GUS WALKING AROUND WITH
PEOPLE AROUND HIM .
GUS(V.O.)
(Yup i was going to
do it didn't care
what happened i was
going to tell her
off but.then i saw
it.)
GUS see's KITT arguing with a guy
GUS(V.O.) (cont'd)
(Someone else telling
her off maybe i
don't know wish i
could hear but where
is the big goon .)
Gus sees guy grab Kitt's arm
GUS(V.O.) (cont'd)
(Yup that was it i
had to do something.)
GUS starts to walk up to KITT and Guy
GUS
Hey you what are you doing you can't
just do that in front of everyone let
her go?
GUY lets KITT go and turns to GUS
GUY
Hey it ain't what it looks like?
GUS
Yeah well from what i see you are
trying to do something i cant let it
happen .
KITT
Hey just let it go i can handle
myself thank you!
(CONTINUED)

2

25.
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2
GUY
Yeah so why don't you flake?
GUS
Flake what the hell is flake

GUY gets closer to Gus
GUY
It means disappear!
GUS
Yeah no, That ain't going to happen
how about you disappear!
GUY Looks at KITT then back at GUS
GUY
And who is going to make me ?
GUY Pushes GUS
ED Walks up behind GUY
ED
I can pal hows about it.
GUY Turns around and looks at ED
ED Motioning to GUY to come at him
GUY Turns back to GUS
GUY
This ain't over!
GUY Walks away
ED walks up to GUS
GUS
phew! that was close!
ED
Ah you could have taken him easy?
GUS
Uh not really.
ED
What why not?

(CONTINUED)

26.
2

CONTINUED: (2)

2

GUS
Honestly between me and you ED i
haven't fought in my life.
ED Starts to laugh
GUS looks at Ed
ED
Seriously? I mean I'm sorry pal?
ED Continues to laugh as Gus looks at Ed in disgust
Gus turns to Kitt only to see some jars in his face

KITT
Here have these it ain't much but.
Gus interrupts
GUS
NO NO its alright.
KITT
No i haven't had someone do that for
me and the way i treated you was.
GUS interrupts
GUS
Yeah well its okay no worries i owe
you for treating you .
ED comes up and interrupts
ED
Hey are those pickled carrots?
KITT
why yes they are.
ED
How much?
KITT
3 dollars a jar?
ED
Cool I'll take 10 jars.
(CONTINUED)

27.
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Gus looks at Ed
KITT
That is gonna be 30 bucks.
Ed lifts his hand up with some money in it then looks at
Kitt and smiles
ED
I got 40.
Kitt grabs the money and goes back to her table .
Gus looks at Ed
GUS
10 jars?
ED
Yeah?
GUS
You really need all those?
ED
Hey i like, i get, and since its
pickled carrots i can sit down and
like eat the whole jar for a meal.
Gus looks at ed with a disgust weird look on his face
GUS
What the hell is wrong with you ?
ED Laughs
ED
What? I love the shit man.
Kitt walks up with a box and hands it to Ed
KITT
Here you go.
ED
Thanks!
Kitt hands a card to Gus
KITT
And this is for you.
Gus look down and sees a phone number on it
(CONTINUED)

28.
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GUS

Whats this?
KITT
In case you change your mind or maybe
something else?
GUS
Hows about a coffee or dinner
tonight?
Kitt laughs and starts to walk away
GUS (cont'd)
What?
Gus starts to walk towards Kitt
KITT
I meant at a later date.
GUS
Why not tonight?
KITT
Because i am busy.
GUS
Doing what?
Kitt stops and looks at Gus
KITT
I work at night. Also this isn't my
whole business right now but i hope
to get it going bigger but until then
i work here then i do another thing
at night.
GUS
What's the other thing?
KITT
NYOB!
GUS
Well, how about another night where
you ain't doing your other thing?
KITT
Well how's about you give me your
number and I'll call you that night i
am not busy and we go from there.
(CONTINUED)

29.
2
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2
GUS

Deal
Gus grabs a piece of paper and writes down his number and
hands it to kitt.

KITT
Well okay then. I have to go now and
sell some goods alright.
kitt continues to walk away as Gus stands their watching
Ed comes up from behind
ED
Don't worry sweetie if she won't i
will.
GUS
That is the most disgusting thing i
have heard.
Gus starts to walk away
ED
What? I meant dinner man.
GUS
No ED.
FADE TO BLACK
3

FADE IN:INT. PUB GUS ,SHAWN SITTING AT A TABLE PEOPLE
TALKING MUSIC PLAYING AND BIG SCREEN PLAYING BASEBALL GAME.
SHAWN
Your telling me you Mr chicken shit
went up to her and told her off.
GUS
No i told off the guy who grabbed
her.
SHAWN
The big guy the one who grabbed you
by the throat earlier.
GUS
Uh yeah i told him off i went up to
him and said .
(CONTINUED)

3

30.
3

CONTINUED:

3

ED Comes up and sits down and interrupts

ED
Hey guys.
Ed open his jacket and pulls out a jar of pickled carrots
Gus and Shawn look at Ed
SHAWN
What pry tell is that?
ED
Pickled carrots.
SHAWN
Why do you have them in here?
ED
There good i just finished a jar an
hour ago and i cant stop eating them.
SHAWN
Where did you get them?
ED
From the flea market lady.
SHAWN
The flea market lady?
ED
Yeah Gus was there when i showed up
so i bought some pickled carrots from
the lady who he.
Shawn interrupts
SHAWN
Who he what?
ED
Well i guess helped.
SHAWN
Really was their a big guy there?
Gus waving his hands at Ed
ED
Well i guess he was big more stocky?
(CONTINUED)

31.
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Gus puts his hands and head down
Shawn looks over to Gus
Shawn looks over to Ed
SHAWN
Would you say this guy could pick Gus
boy here up by the throat?
ED
I don't think.
Gus interrupts
GUS
Okay you caught me it wasn't the big
guy okay.
Shawn slaps his hands
SHAWN(YELLS)
Ha i knew you lying little fucker!
Tell me ed what happened?
ED
Well not much for what i saw Gus just
stood there and i went up said a few
things next thing you know I'm buying
pickled carrots and Gus is getting a
phone number.
SHAWN laughs
SHAWN
A phone number! you got a phone
number?
GUS
Yeah.
SHAWN
From the lady that tried to get you
killed?
GUS
Yeah so?

Shawn laughs

(CONTINUED)
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SHAWN
Boy you got some issues there?
GUS
Really when was the last time you got
a phone number from a lady.
SHAWN
Dude i don't need to get numbers
ladies come up to me for mine.
GUS looks over to Ed
GUS
Hey Ed? Since we are telling the
truth when was the last time Shawn
here had a lady.
Shawn looks at Ed who is opening a jar of pickled carrots
Ed stops and look at Shawn
SHAWN
You do and your dead to me.
ED Smiles and look at Gus
ED
2 years ago.
GUS starts to laugh
SHAWN
Ed you son of a bitch.
Ed laughs
ED
And he didn't get laid it was more
like him crying on the end of the
bed.
SHAWN
Your dead dude you are so fucking
dead.
Sound of a jar lid popping
GUS
Ah 2 years Mr big shot cant get laid
hmmm and I'm the one who has issues.
Ed hands over the jar to jar
(CONTINUED)
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ED
Try this stuff it's addictive!
Gus grabs the jar and pulls out a carrot and munches down on
them.

GUS
They are good but i wouldn't say
addictive.
ED
man you wouldn't no good taste if it
bit you in the ass.
SHAWN
Here let me try this shit.
SHAWN Grabs one a take a bite and spits it out
SHAWN (cont'd)
What the hell it tastes like shit.
ED
Really man you know what shit takes
like.
SHAWN
I mean its awful dumb ass.
ED
Nah its a required taste.
SHAWN
Hey i have a very good taste.
GUS snickers
GUS
Yeah like your women right.
Ed laughs Shawn looks over to Gus
SHAWN
Hey at least I'm not picking up women
who want to kill me for breaking a
few jars asshole.
GUS
Hey that's not fair my mistake right
i bumped into her.

(CONTINUED)
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SHAWN
Yeah sure maybe she just though
here's a sucker for a few bucks did
you even look in there to see what
was in the box.
GUS
No she grabbed it.
SHAWN
You see it could have been nothing in
there and she says she sells this
garbage.
ED interrupts
ED
Hey this is good stuff.
SHAWN
Ed your a sick person whoever eats
that stuff is sick i mean too much
garlic and pickling shit.
Gus and Ed look at Shawn
GUS
So you have tried this stuff before.
SHAWN
Yeah my grandmother used to make it
when i was younger and i never liked
it then also.
GUS
Well then i know what gets your shit
in a knot.
SHAWN
You give me anymore of that shit i
will lose my mind.
Shawn tries to grab the jar and spills it on Gus . Gus
stands up with his shirt and pants a little soaked.
SHAWN (cont'd)
OH shit sorry man.
GUS
Well i see you have made your point
now i smell like pickling juice.

(CONTINUED)
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ED
Well you can smell like the flea
market lady then.
GUS(YELLS)
Her name is kitt okay not the flea
market lady or the lady that wanted
me dead. It's kitt get it you guys
kitt here lets spell K I T T kitt
Gus starts to walk out of the bar
DISSOLVE TO: Gus walking out of the pub
FADE IN:INT.Gus walking down the hallway towards his
apartment.
Gus's phone rings and Gus stops and picks it up to answer
GUS
Hello?
KITT(V.O.)
(Hey is this Gus?)
GUS
Yes?
KITT(V.O.)
(Hey its kitt how are
you? )
GUS
Not bad all considering?
KITT(V.O.)
(Good you have a free
minute or two?)
GUS
Uh yeah i guess why?
KITT(V.O.)
(Great meet me at the
cafe near the flea
market? )
GUS
Uh now?
KITT(V.O.)
Yes now i said?

(CONTINUED)
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GUS
well uh sure?
KITT(V.O.)
(Great how long will
it take? )
GUS
Give me 20 minutes!
KITT(V.O.)
(How bout 10?)
GUS
Uh yeah? Sure!
KITT(V.O.)
(Great! See you in 10
then.)
GUS
Yeah? 10 bye?
Gus hangs up his phone and look down
GUS (cont'd)
Great 10 minutes fuck me!
EXT.MOMENTS LATER OUTSIDE CAFE Kitt standing outside with a
long jacket Gus walking up

Kitt starts to laugh as she sees the wet spot on Gus's pants
KITT
Oh my god! What happened!
GUS
Well you know your canned goods, a
few of us decided to try some and
well it spilled all over me and well
then you phoned.
Kitt interrupts
KITT
Why didn't you change them my
goodness!

(CONTINUED)
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GUS
Well i was gonna but then you said 10
minutes and i was still going to my
apartment and i figured !
Kitt interrupts
KITT
Well maybe next time tell me!
GUS
Plus i figured you know no one would
never notice but i guess i was wrong!

KITT
Well we have to do something about
this because i can also smell the
pickling juice too my god i must
smell awful sometimes.
GUS
I haven't really noticed it.
Kitt looks at Gus what a long stare
KITT
Really? I work with the stuff and i
can smell it from here.

GUS
Well i.
Kitt interrupts
KITT
Lets go back to your place.
GUS
Back to my place?
KITT
Yeah you need to change or would you
rather go in with just your underwear
on.
GUS
Um my?
Kitt interrupts
(CONTINUED)
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KITT
Yeah underwear you are wearing some
aren't you?
GUS
Of course i am i just never heard
that from another woman who treats me
like my mother?
KITT
Where do you live?
GUS
Uh an apartment?
KITT looks at Gus with disgust
KITT
Seriously!
GUS
I'm about 10 minutes away why?
KITT starts to walk away
KITT
Great lets go!
GUS
Go where?
Kitt turns around
KITT
Back to your place!
Gus stops
GUS
Whoa wait there a second!
Kitt looks at Gus
KITT
What?
GUS
My place no way!
KITT
Why not?
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GUS
I don't know you well enough yet?
KITT
So live a little!
GUS
I did that remember and you also
sicked that giant on me to .I think
this was a bad idea.
Kitt walks up to Gus
KITT
Listen I'm sorry for what happened
okay. But remember you also came
through that door and knocked my
stuff over and well look at it from
my point of view you could have just
ran and left me there with a bunch of
broken jars.
GUS
Yeah, I guess?
KITT
Besides if you didn't do what you did
you wouldn't have noticed me now
would you.
GUS
I guess not.
KITT
Now! Lets go to your place get some
clothes on that don't smell like
pickling juice okay.
Kitt grabs Gus and start to walk away
GUS
I still don't smell it seriously!
Kitt laughs
JUMP CUT TO:INT.Gus's Apartment
Gus opening the door and Gus and Kitt walking in.
KITT
Wow! You were right look at this?
Kitt looking around seeing different thing in the apartment
(CONTINUED)
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GUS
Yeah welcome to la Gus's ?
KITT
I have never seen anything so.
GUS
Lavishing!
Kitt looks at Gus
KITT
Bland.
GUS
Bland.
KITT
There is so much you can do with this
place you know what you need?
GUS
What do i need?
KITT
A woman's touch!
GUS
Really! that's it!
Kitt walks around
KITT
You need some color in this place its
so drabby so.
Gus interrupts
GUS
Bland!
KITT
Yeah! Now your getting it!
GUS
Well i thought i was going to change
my pants.
KITT
Well you go do that.
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GUS
Okay I'll be back don't do anything
till i get back.
Gus goes to his bedroom and starts to change
KITT(FROM OTHER ROOM)
(know what you
definitely need some
flowers in here. )
GUS
Why do i need flowers?
KITT(FROM OTHER ROOM)
(I don't know maybe a
little brightening
up the place or
maybe some bright
paint.)
Gus stops
GUS
Bright paint? What color?
KITT(FROM OTHER ROOM)
(How does yellow
sounds on one wall
and maybe a beach
setting around the
rest.)
GUS
Why would i do that?
KITT(FROM OTHER ROOM)
(It would look
different and cool.)
GUS
Well maybe i like it the ways it is.
Gus finishes changing and comes back into the other room
GUS (cont'd)
Well is that better.
Kitt looks at Gus
KITT
Do you have anything to do drink?

(CONTINUED)
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GUS
Well i have somethings in the fridge
in the kitchen.
Kitt walks into the kitchen
GUS WHISPERING
What the hell is she doing I'm going
fucking crazy.

KITT(FROM OTHER ROOM)
(Hey do you want
something to.)
GUS
Uh i thought we were going out.
KITT(FROM OTHER ROOM)
(Yes! but its still
early and you know. )
GUS
Know what?
KITT(FROM OTHER ROOM)
Do have anywhere to go tomorrow in
the morning. Which reminds me what do
you do for work.
GUS
Uhh work i uhhh?
Kitt coming from the kitchen
KITT
Yeah you know work stuff that people
do to make money and buy places like
this.
GUS
I design things for a company.
Kitt stops
KITT
Things what kind of things?
GUS
You know! things!
Kitt walks to the couch and sits down
(CONTINUED)
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KITT
So what are we going to play a
guessing game.
GUS
Well i you know i asked first and
yeah sure.
KITT
Well let's play but first you have to
do one thing.
GUS
What's that?
KITT
Sit down next to me.
Kitt slaps her hand on the couch
GUS
Sit down well i feel a little?
Kitt interrupts
KITT
A little uncomfortable.
GUS
Yeah a little.
Kitt laughs
KITT
Well silly it is your place .
GUS
Yeah it is.
KITT
So sit down and get comfortable.
Kitt again slap the couch
Gus walks over to the couch and sits down near Kitt
KITT (cont'd)
Before we play the "lets find out
what we do". Let's play another
guessing game
GUS
Whats that?
(CONTINUED)
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KITT
When was the last time you had a lady
in your apartment?
GUS
Well i umm not to long ago.
KITT
What's not long ago?
GUS
I would have to say about 2 maybe 3
years.
KITT
Years!
Kitt starts to laugh
GUS
Its not that long!
KITT
Sorry but years no wonder this place
looks bland!
GUS(SARCASTICALLY)
Thank you you've said that like 3
times already but thanks again for
the fact my life is bland.
KITT
Sorry again! (snickers)
GUS
Speaking of being comfortable since
you have been here you haven't taken
off your jacket.
KITT
Well its a little cold in here but if
you want.
Kitt takes a sip of the drink and gets up and takes off the
jacket to reveal a fit women wearing yoga pants and a tshirt
Gus stares as Kitt sits back down
KITT (cont'd)
There better!

(CONTINUED)
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GUS
Uh yeah i didn't know you were.
KITT
It looks like you haven't seen a
women before.
GUS
Uh well i have just never seen a
women so beautiful like you before
and well since the only time i have
seen you your always wearing not so
revealing clothing.
Kitt looks down then looks back at Gus
KITT
Well if you think this is sexy you
should see me in my other work
clothes.
GUS
Really and what is your other work?
KITT
I model lingerie on the side for
small companies once in awhile.
GUS
Really? And why the selling canned
stuff.
KITT
Well the older you get the looks fade
right so i figure since i want to
make my own business i do the making
and selling at flea markets and do
modeling on the side till i get
enough money to by my own little
place and work from there.
GUS
Sounds right to me!
KITT
Yeah well some people would rather
see me do other things in life but
since i told you what i also do
besides sell canned goods what about
your job.

(CONTINUED)
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GUS
Uh well i design buildings and try to
market them to the customers .
KITT
Oh wow sounds like a nice gig.
GUS
Yeah its not bad but right now I'm on
a little bit of a leave of absent.
KITT
Oh!
GUS
Yeah, i kind of did something that
pissed off the boss
KITT
Oh well since we are here why don't
you tell me?
GUS
Uh yeah, Not really I'm kind of
embarrassed about it and we just kind
of met so i don't.
Kitt interrupts
KITT
Listen it is just me you and the
walls no one else is around to hear
your story and besides you seem to be
a level headed person.
GUS
Yeah well you might have guessed
wrong on that one.
KITT
Try me i dare you?
GUS
Okay here it goes.
DR NORMAN(V.O.)
So you did tell her?
JUMP CUT TO: Dr Norman's office Gus lying on a couch with Dr
Norman sitting in a chair
GUS
What?
(CONTINUED)
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DR NORMAN
Did you tell her and how much did you
tell?
GUS
Yeah i told i told her everything
that she wanted to know.
DR NORMAN
What was her reaction?
GUS
Well? She just sat there in awe.
DR NORMAN
Hmm.
GUS
Hhmm what?
DR NORMAN
oh nothing i was writing down some
information.
GUS
Really you got all what i have said.
DR NORMAN
No i was just writing down my
schedule for tomorrow.
Gus sits up
GUS
Then what the hell am i here for?
DR NORMAN
Easy cowboy easy its alright your
here because you needed help.
Gus gets off the couch and starts to walk around
GUS
Well you ain't helping me do shit you
just sit there writing down your next
schedule while i pour myself out to
you.
DR NORMAN
And?
GUS
And what?
(CONTINUED)
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DR NORMAN
And do you think there is something
wrong with you?
GUS
Well i, Yeah i think there is.
DR NORMAN
Okay what's wrong with you ?
GUS
I don't know i told a perfect
stranger why i got suspended from
work and that's why i am seeing a
shotty doctor to try to cure me.
Dr Norman gets up out of chair walks to Gus
DR NORMAN
Shotty doctor why am i shotty because
i am not writing your shit story down
listen to me Gus you aren't crazy you
aren't nuts and you don't need my
help.
GUS
Then what do i need?
DR NORMAN
What you need to do Gus is shut your
brain off once in awhile quit
analyzing things and go with the
flow.
GUS
Go with the flow what the hell are
you talking about?
DR NORMAN
Exactly what i mean when you hang out
with your friends and you do
something out of the normal do you
usually walk away or do you go.
GUS
Well i?
Dr Norman interrupts
DR NORMAN
You go with the flow.
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GUS
Yeah but that's different i know
them!
DR NORMAN
Gus lets put it this way when you
told off your boss and acted it out.
You did everything that any normal
person would love to do . But most of
us stop and think before we act out.
You well you just shut off your brain
and went with what you thought would
get you point out.
GUS
So?
DR NORMAN
Gus I'm going to tell your boss you
need more time but you don't need to
come here and tell me all what you
have told me its a simple answer to
what you need to do.
GUS
Which is?
DR NORMAN
Go with the flow and relax shut your
mind off and go with the flow once in
awhile .
Dr Norman walks away from Gus and sits down in his desk
chair
GUS
So what am i looking for in all this
doc?
DR NORMAN
I guess Gus what everyone is looking
for we are looking for your normal.
Gus looks at the Doctor and then walks out of his office
INT.hallway of Gus's apartment building Gus walking toward
his apartment door
GUS
Looking for my normal i did have a
normal it was easy and simple then
everything.
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Gus stops and smells the air
GUS (cont'd)
What the hell is that smell?
Gus gets close to his door and smells
GUS (cont'd)
Its my apartment what is burning in
my?
Gus quickly getting his keys from his pocket and put it into
the key slot .
Suddenly the door opens to kitt standing in the doorway
KITT (YELLS)
Surprise!
Gus screams and falls backwards in the hallway
Kitt goes to help Gus
KITT
I'm so sorry here let me help you!
GUS
What the hell was that?
KITT
Well it was suppose to be a surprise?
GUS
How did you ?
Kitt interrupts
KITT
I got a extra key from the landlord i
told him i was your sister and?
GUS
What i don't have a sister i was a
only child.
KITT
i don't think she knew that. she was
so nice she just gave over the key.
GUS
Huh wow i might want to check into
that.

(CONTINUED)
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Kitt laughs
KITT
Oh come on in and don't worry about
that right now she didn't know so
don't worry I'm not going to rob you.
Kitt and Gus enter the apartment Kitt walk into the kitchen
as Gus look over the place.
GUS
What the what happened to my
apartment?
SHOT OF GUS LOOKING AROUND THE APARTMENT SEEING FLOWERS AND
DIFFERENT DRAPES AND OTHER ITEMS
KITT(FROM OTHER ROOM)
I did a little cleaning and
decorating while i waited for you.
GUS
Cleaned and decorated?
KITT(FROM OTHER ROOM)
Yeah i figured a few people from the
market owed me a few favors so i
asked for some stuff and whula.
GUS
Whula?
Kitt coming back into main area from kitchen
KITT(FROM OTHER ROOM)
Yeah you know whula or tah dah
surprised.
GUS
Yeah a a little i guess don't get me
wrong it is surprising but?
Kitt interrupts
KITT
The only thing i found really
surprising is i found a VCR and some
old movies under a bunch of papers so
i figured i would hook it up.
GUS
Wait i have a VCR?
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KITT
Yeah and even better it works.
Gus walks over to his couch and sits down and looks at the
TV and VCR
Kitt walks back into the kitchen
KITT(FROM OTHER ROOM)
Oh by the way i made us something to
eat.
GUS
Really so that was the smell.
KITT(FROM OTHER ROOM)
Yeah i couldn't really hide it from
anyone so hopefully i didn't burn all
to hell.
GUS WHISPERING
Well it couldn't get any worse could
it.
Kitt comes back into main area with plates in her hand
KITT
Hope you like it?
GUS
What is it.
Kitt walking back into the kitchen
KITT(FROM OTHER ROOM)
Well its something new i made
especially for this so i figured you
could be my test subject.
GUS
Uh wait? Test subject?
Kitt walking back from the kitchen with a cooking pot
KITT
Yeah we both try it i want someone
else's opinion on this.
GUS
Well i guess sure?
Kitt starts to serve the food and also laughs
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KITT
Boy your funny you think i would
poison the food if i was going to try
it also ?
GUS
Well i?
Kitt laughs again
KITT
You sure you ain't a player?
Kitt sits down on the couch
GUS
No i ain't a player why would you
think that?
KITT
Because i have met players and you
sure know how to play women and make
them feel comfortable?
GUS
Well i can honestly say it must come
by natural because sure as hell
don't try ?
Kitt laughs
KITT
Okay macho man lets try this before
it gets cold and i want honesty no
bullshitting.
GUS
Okay.
KITT
Okay 3 2 1 now.
Both put food on the fork and take a bite each
KITT (cont'd)
Oh my god.
GUS
Hey this ain't bad.
Kitt laughs
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KITT
serious it tastes awful!
Gus still eating
GUS
No no it is pretty good!
Kitt looks at Gus with astonishment
KITT
Your just doing this to make me
happy!
Gus still eating
GUS
No i am serious i have tasted bad
stuff and this ain't bad and I'm
serious it's good!
JUMP CUT TO:Gus and Kitt Laughing on the couch drinking some
wine watching a movie
GUS (cont'd)
I had a good night it was fun.
KITT
All we did was sit back eat and watch
movies.
GUS
And drink some wine.
KITT
Well yeah i guess the wine had some
things to calm the whole night.
GUS
Yeah plus being with someone instead
of sitting here by myself .
Kitt gets up and walks into Gus's room
KITT(FROM OTHER ROOM)
Well i got another thing we can do?
GUS
Yeah what's that?
Kitt comes walking back to the couch with a blanket and
throws it on the couch
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KITT
How about we get comfortable
underneath this.
Kitt gets back on the couch and put the blanket on herself
and Gus
GUS
Well this is a good idea?
KITT
Of course it is.
GUS
Thanks for the good idea.
Kitt and Gus get close to each other
FADE TO BLACK
4

FADE IN:EXT.GUS'S APARTMENT HALLWAY SHAWN WALKING UP TO
GUS'S DOOR AS KITT IS LEAVING
Shawn sees kitt exiting Gus's apartment and turns around to
see Shawn staring at her
KITT
Oh hi!
SHAWN
Hi?
KITT
You a friend of Gus?
SHAWN
Uh yeah I'm Shawn?
KITT
Hi I'm kitt I'm sorry but i have to
leave. I'm in a hurry and Gus is
still sleeping.
SHAWN
OK?
KITT
We were up late last night and well?
SHAWN
Yeah no problem?

(CONTINUED)
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Kitt walks down the hallway Shawn stares at Kitt while
leaving then goes back to Gus's apartment and opens the door
and enters the room and slams the door Gus suddenly awakes
SHAWN (cont'd)
You dirty dog!
GUS
Wha? What are you doing here and
where is.
Shawn interrupts
SHAWN
Don't matter what am i doing here
what was she doing here.
GUS
You mean she left!
SHAWN
Yep and she left in a fucking hurry
dude.
GUS
We were?
SHAWN
Dude skips the sissy shit i want all
the dirty details boy.
Shawn sits down on the couch
GUS
What dirty details we just laid here
and watched movies.
SHAWN
Yeah bullshit don't give me that crap
a nice piece of ass just leaves your
apartment and you just watched
movies.
GUS
Yeah that was it we must have fallen
asleep while watching a movie.
Shawn gets up and looks at Gus
SHAWN
You sick fuck.
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GUS

What?
SHAWN
You heard me you sick little fuck how
could you not do anything to that
body of hers you know what guys like
me would do to that.
GUS
I don't know?
SHAWN
We would ravage that?
GUS
OK sorry I'm not like you i do enjoy
spending time with her.
SHAWN
Let me guess you also talked to?
GUS
Yeah we talked a little.
SHAWN
Damn it man! You know once you get to
know a chick like that you know what
happens.
GUS
No what?
SHAWN
Guys like me have to save your ass
then turn you against you friends
then they want you to do other
things.
GUS
Like what Shawn tell me what other
things will she have me do.
Shawn pauses for a moment
SHAWN
How the hell should i know i don't
stay with them long enough to.
Ed opens Gus's door and walks in
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ED
Hey did you see that nice looking
goddess walking out of your apartment
building.
SHAWN
Yeah she came from here.
ED
Really!
SHAWN
Yeah and guess what!
ED
What?
SHAWN
Gus here says they didn't fuck.
GUS
Ah come on man really.
ED
You didn't fuck.
GUS
No!
SHAWN
They fell asleep watching movies.
ED
Her?
GUS
Yes!
ED
Watching movies?
GUS
Yes!
ED
Cool!
SHAWN
What!
ED
Yeah why not?
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SHAWN
You guys just don't get it.
ED
Hey Gus wasn't that the one from the
flea market?
GUS
Yeah so why?
SHAWN
Flea market!
ED
Just wondering she did look familiar.
Ed walking into the kitchen
SHAWN
She was the one!
GUS
Yeah so?
SHAWN
And you let her in here after she had
a goon try to kill you!
GUS
Shawn she explained it it was a
misunderstanding.
SHAWN
Misunderstanding! Oh by the way off
the record i totally thought she was
a old hag.
GUS
What!
SHAWN
Yeah the way you were describing her
a though in my mind you know gray
hair saggy tits you know the old hag
kind of look but on the other hand
good job.
Shawn slaps Gus on the arm
GUS
Shawn do you have any conscious when
it comes to women.
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SHAWN
I don't know what you mean but i do
have 4 rules.
GUS
Whats that!
SHAWN
Find them, feed them, fuck
them,forget them.
Ed comes from the kitchen with a jar and is eating the
contents of the jar
ED
Hey these are good!
Shawn looks over to Ed
SHAWN
Really! Am i the only one taking shit
seriously here.
ED
Sorry Gus you should have fucked that
woman which by the way still makes
good stuff.
GUS
I know right ed?
ED
Right.
SHAWN
Seriously guys i am not going to be
your friend anymore if you ain't
going to take me serious.
ED
Okay bye!
Gus starts to laugh
Shawn gets up and starts to walk to the door then turns
around
SHAWN
You know what i got one thing to say
before i leave?
GUS
What's that!
(CONTINUED)
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SHAWN(IN A DEEP VOICE)

Phone call.
GUS
What?
SHAWN(IN A DEEP VOICE)
Phone call.
Gus looks at ed
GUS
Ed do you know what the hell is going
on?
ED(IN A DEEP VOICE)
Your phone call wake up.
GUS
Huh?
ED(IN A DEEP VOICE)
Wake up mother fucker!
JUMP CUT TO:INT.jail cell Gus getting woken up by officer
GUS
What the?
Gus wiping his eyes
OFFICER
Get up and make your phone call.
GUS
What phone call?
OFFICER
Your phone to make to get someone
here to bail your ass out.
JUMP CUT TO:INT.police station Gus walking up to a telephone
booth
Gus stops and turns to the officer
GUS
Who do i call?
OFFICER
The ghost busters i don't care who
you call you get one call to get your
ass out of here and make it quick.
(CONTINUED)
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Gus goes in and picks up the phone and pauses for a second
GUS(V.O.)
(Yeah who do i call
my best friend who i
cant trust worth
shit? My doctor who
will definitely find
amusing and feed me
lollipops? Or the
woman who i trusted
but literally went
crazy in front of
her and probably
would love to see me
in here for life .
maybe calling the
ghost busters is the
best but stupid
right and well since
this is the only way
out i know who i am
going to call?)
Gus starts dialing
JUMP CUT TO:INT.police station
Gus getting walking through the hallway and jail bars are
opening Gus walks through to and sees ed standing at the
counter paying Gus's bail
ED
Hey man! Hows it going?
GUS
Can we just get the hell out of here.
ED
Hey yeah, just one more sec okay.
GUS
Yeah sure.
Ed turns back to the person on the other side of the counter
ED
You know this is highway robbery he
didn't do anything wrong?
OFFICER
Going ape shit on a film director is
nothing wrong plus trespassing.
(CONTINUED)
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ED
Well he was in love?
OFFICER
Sir if you don't leave with the crazy
loon I'm throwing you both in here.
GUS
Ed can we just go.
ED
Just one more thing?
OFFICER
What?
ED
Is this receipt taxable?
GUS
Oh god!
OFFICER
Get out!
JUMP CUT TO:EXT.police station Gus and Ed walking down the
stairs as people walking up the stairs going into the police
station .
ED
Ah man! This is crazy 500 bucks now
what am i going to do!
GUS
Do worry get me to a cash machine and
I'll pay you back.
Ed looks at Gus
ED
Yeah well you better cause that's my
rent money and i have never missed a
payment.
You know my landlord is going to be
pissed if I'm late on the rent.
GUS
Don't worry! I said ill pay you back
asap now where are you parked.
ED
Right here man.
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Ed points to a rusted up car and then walks to it
ED (cont'd)
Here we are you chariot of freedom
awaits.
GUS
That thing?
Ed walks to the driver side and opens the door
ED
Hey it might look like shit but runs
like hell.
GUS
Just one question?
ED
Whats that?
GUS
is it safe?
Ed looks at the car then looks back at Gus
ED
Of course its safe how else did i get
here.
Ed laughs and gets into the car
Gus walks to the car and opens the passenger side and get in
Car dives away
ED (cont'd)
Don't worry buddy ill take you back
to my place where you can get a nice
sleep then we talk later.
GUS
You sure the rats wont mind?
Ed laughs
ED
Rats ha buddy you don't have to worry
about a thing.
JUMP CUT TO:INT. Ed's apartment door being opened and ed
walks in with Gus at the doorway
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Gus walks in and looks around to see all sorts of tools
around the place
GUS
Oh my god! Welcome to horror ville
USA?
ED
Welcome to chateau al a ed where you
can sleep and relax and get a good
cup of coffee?
GUS
I'm sorry what?
ED
I said welcome to.
Gus interrupts
GUS
Yeah i heard the first time just over
shocked that you actually live here?
ED
Well it ain't Vegas but it works.
Gus walking around looking at different objects
GUS
What do you do collect all these?
ED
These are my tools of the trade.
GUS
What do you do by the way?
ED
According to my parents not a hell of
allot but to others I'm a handyman.
GUS
Which does?
ED
Anything you want me to do i build
decks to fix your plumbing cheap you
know Mr handyman.
GUS
Why do your parents think that you do
nothing?
(CONTINUED)
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ED
Ah man you know my old man was a
factory worker kept things maintained
you know like a millwright.
GUS
So what happened?
ED
Well i tried to follow my pops
footsteps. But i couldn't really
handle being just a number i wanted
to be my own boss. So i left and
started doing my own things.
GUS
Do you still talk to your folks?
ED
We don't get along to well we cant
see eye to eye on things so not
really.
GUS
So how are things going for you
otherwise?
ED
Ah you know i make by with what i
make which reminds me.
Gus interrupts
GUS
Shit! I forgot to get you to stop and
get your money.
ED
Ah no worries man i trust ya.
GUS
Serious?
ED
Yeah but i wont if you don't get it
to me by the end of the month you
know then ill be pissed.
Ed starts to laugh and taps Gus on the face
ED (cont'd)
God i love ya!
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GUS
Really that kind of?
Ed interrupts
ED
Dude not that way more a funny way
but not that way?
GUS
Thank god!
ED
Anyways. Since your standing there
and I'm being a shithole of a host
let me show you the guest room where
you can sleep your worries for the
night.
Ed walks Gus to the guest room
Ed and Gus walk into the doorway to see a single mattress
bed and very little room
ED (cont'd)
It ain't big but.
Gus interrupts
GUS
I know i know it will do buddy it
will do ?
Gus walks in and sits down on the bed and takes a deep
breath
ED
If you want i can cook ya up
something or.
Gus interrupts
GUS
No thanks! I just want to relax and
unwind hopefully all this is just a
bad dream and i will wake up and this
misery is all gone.
ED
I hear ya bud I'll let you be.
Ed starts to walk away
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GUS

Hey ed?
Ed walks back into the room
ED
Yeah?
GUS
Thanks man for all you've done for me
today.
ED
Ah what are friends for right!
GUS
I just got one more question?
ED
Sure go ahead?
GUS
How do you put up with it all. I mean
Shawn treats you like garbage and i
don't treat you much better how come
you can be so mellow about it.
ED
You know it is because i don't let
the little things bother me a whole
lot. I just let it slide i know Shawn
treats me like crap but i also know
he has my back in a drop just like
you .
GUS
But we haven't know each other for?
Ed interrupts
ED
It's like this you know when the time
comes to do the right thing and well
you just know that all.
Gus pauses then looks at Ed
GUS
Thanks man! Serious thanks!
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ED
No problem now get some shut eye and
everything be better tomorrow i
guarantee it.
Gus lays down on the bed and closes his eyes and falls
asleep
FADE TO:INT. A Office with fancy designs and office
furniture
Gus talking to businessmen about kitt canned goods
Both business men wearing nice suits and well groomed Gus
wearing business suit and well groomed.
GUS
I am telling you this stuff is good
and i am sure it will sell i mean she
sells these at a flea market and they
fly.
BUSINESSMAN 1
What kind of market?
GUS
A flea market.
BUSINESSMAN 2
What is a flea market?
GUS
A place where people go to sell
things for cheap like a small
business market where.
Businessman 1 interrupts
BUSINESSMAN 1
Okay? So it sells in a small area but
we are looking to put this into our
stores and sell them in a big area.
BUSINESSMAN 2
That is true? You are good for small
sometimes don't make good for the
big?
GUS
I know that but i can see that if we
sell these at a very good reasonable
price.
Businessman 2 interrupts
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BUSINESSMAN 2
What are the profit margins on these?
GUS
What?
BUSINESSMAN 2
What are the profit margins?
BUSINESSMAN 1
How much does it cost to make and how
much does she sell them for we would
like to know before we jump into
something like this .
GUS
Well i don't know?
BUSINESSMAN 1
Well if you don't know then we won't
buy because we aren't in the business
to lose money.
GUS
Yes i know that sir's but if you
would have a taste of these goodies
maybe i can sway your mind a little
to give these a chance.
Gus opens the jar and hands it to the businessmen
The businessmen take a portion and eat them.
Both businessmen look at each other and nod
BUSINESSMAN 1
Tell you what you get the person who
made these in here plus all the
paperwork and we will give it a shot.
GUS
Serious!
BUSINESSMAN 1
Yes! It will start as a small taste
tester to see how things go and if
they go we will go larger.
GUS
Small sounds good yeah!
BUSINESSMAN 2
But under one condition?
(CONTINUED)
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Whats that?
BUSINESSMAN 2
If you don't provide the paperwork or
we think that there is some fishy
shit going on. This whole deal is off
and this will be the last time this
stuff gets inside our store doors
okay.
GUS
Okay.
BUSINESSMAN 2
Now get out of here and get the
person in here right away.
Yes sir!

GUS
thank you again!

Gus leaves the office
GUS (cont'd)
I gotta tell Kitt the good news
she'll be ecstatic.
JUMP CUT TO:AFTERNOON EXT.outside Gus on his cell phone
walking down the street traffic noise in the back ground

KITT(V.O.)
(Hi this is kitt I'm
not available right
now please leave a
message.)
GUS
Hey! It's Gus i got some good news
give me a call right away thank bye!
Gus hangs up the phone
GUS (cont'd)
Where is she i got to find her and
get this stuff out to or its shit
creek for the both of us!
CUT TO:INT.Flea market people Gus walking around with people
around him . Gus walks around to where kitt's table is and
sees no one around . Gus tops in front of table
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GUS (cont'd)
Where is she?
Gus smacks the table
GUS (cont'd)
God damn it!
COMIC GUY
Hey do you mind people are trying to
make a living here!
Gus looks over to see comic guy and a few people looking at
him in disgust
GUS
Sorry.
COMIC GUY
Yeah well sorry don't pay the bills
pal.
GUS
Do you know where kitt is?
COMIC GUY
Who?
GUS
The girl you know the one who works
here?
COMIC GUY
Gone hasn't been here in a few days?
GUS
Do you know where she is?
COMIC GUY
I don't know? Maybe another place a
few are around now leave me alone!
Gus walks up to the comic guy
COMIC GUY (cont'd)
What?
GUS
You know where she is?
COMIC GUY
No? why would i know?
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GUS
Because your lying right now?
COMIC GUY
And what makes you think that the
only time she has come up to me for
help is when you broke her stuff
that's all.
GUS
Bullshit! Because i have seen you
talk to her many of times before and
you seem to know her real well.
Comic guy grabs Gus
COMIC GUY
Fine come with me.
Comic guy pushes Gus to an area away from people
COMIC GUY (cont'd)
You want to know where she is here?
Comic guy writes down a address
COMIC GUY (cont'd)
She is at that address but my advice
wait for her away from there you
don't want to know what else she
does.
GUS
She models i know that?
COMIC GUY
If that is all she has told you about
herself man you are being foolish ask
her more in detail pal.
GUS
What does she do?
COMIC GUY
Let her tell you not me i don't want
to get involved in it okay.
Comic guy starts to walk away Gus grabs him and turns him
around
GUS
No! How about you tell me.
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COMIC GUY
Hows about i lay you right out right
now.
Comic guy shows his fist and puts it in Gus's face
GUS
Uh well? Since you put it that way
you fine to go.
COMIC GUY
Take my warning okay.
GUS
Okay I'll wait and ask her when i see
her next time.
Comic guy walks away leaving Gus standing alone
GUS (cont'd)
Yeah! That isn't going to happen
thanks for the address.

CUT TO:Gus waking up in Ed's Apartment then looking at the
time
Gus walks out of the bedroom and into dinning/kitchen area
where Ed is standing cooking food
ED
Hey champ! How was the sleep?
GUS
I have had better but i have had
worse what's that smell?
ED
Ah that is the Pierre Du resistance.
GUS
English please!
ED
Breakfast man eggs and bacon with my
special coffee.
GUS
Whats the special coffee?
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Ed laughs
ED
If i told you then it wouldn't be
special.
Ed hands Gus a cup of coffee Gus takes a sip and spits its
out
GUS
What the hell is this how much did
you put in here?
ED
6 spoonfuls that's the special.
Ed laughs
GUS
Yeah special you can burn hair off
with this stuff.
ED
And its a good engine cleaner.
GUS
What!
Gus looks at the coffee cup
ED
Just fucking with you i don't know if
it does or not.
GUS
Well with the strength of it it
might?
Ed laughs
ED
Here man have something to eat made
specially for you.
Ed hand a plate of bacon and eggs to Gus
ED (cont'd)
Don't ask for toast cause i don't
have a toaster and the pan is soaked
in grease.
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Gus look at the plate then looks up at ed
GUS
How did you cook these?
ED
Bacon first then i used the grease
for the eggs.
Gus looks back down at the plate
GUS
I think i am going to be sick.
ED
Oh yeah i forgot to tell before you
passed out bathroom first door to the
left.
Gus looks over
GUS
Aren't they usually on the?
Ed interrupts
ED
Ha! Made you look!
Ed laughs
Gus looks at ed with disgust
GUS
Really ed after all what i have been
through.
ED
Sorry man just trying to lighten the
mood.
Gus interrupts
GUS
Let em guess at my expense right?
ED
Well who else would i do it with.
GUS
God you act more like Shawn every
time we meet.
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Ed walks over to Gus
ED
Nah he would have told everybody
before you even have woken up.
GUS
Shit did you tell him please say you
didn't.
ED
Nah man i told him to come here.
GUS
You what?
ED
No worries i mean he was there when
we saw what happened.
Gus puts his head into his hands
GUS
Fuck right!
ED
Don't worry i told him to keep it a
hush hush thing or else.
Gus lifts his head
GUS
What's the or else.
ED
I would tell everyone at the bar that
the last time he said he got laid he
actually sat at the edge of the bed
and cried.
GUS
He what!
ED
Like a little baby!
Gus and Ed start to laugh
Knocking on Ed's apartment door
SHAWN(V.O.)
Hey hey anyone there!
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ED
Speak of the baby princess he a
cometh.
Ed walks to the door and opens it to see Shawn
Shawn enters the apartment
SHAWN
What the fuck took so long!
GUS
Hey Shawn!
SHAWN
Speak of the devil where have you
been man the boss has been trying to
get a hold of you.
GUS
I was uh?
Ed interrupts
ED
We got liquored up and.
Shawn interrupts
SHAWN
Bullshit!
Gus looks at Shawn with a confused look
SHAWN (cont'd)
I know whats going on here!
GUS
Really!
SHAWN
Yeah!
GUS
Okay we!
Shawn interrupts
SHAWN
You got laid last night didn't you
both of you!
Gus and ed look at each other
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SHAWN (cont'd)
And you guys didn't want to bring me
along!
GUS
What makes you think that?
SHAWN
Because i tried to phone you and ed
last night and nothing so i came here
and no one was around so whats up
with that.
ED
Shawn buddy i gotta tell you
something.
Ed goes up to Shawn and wraps his arm around Shawn's
shoulder
ED (cont'd)
Your an asshole you know that.
Shawn looks at ed with eyes wide open
SHAWN
What!
ED
Your a asshole and these two ladies
we met last night well we didn't want
you around to spoil the moment right
Gus!
GUS
Yeah right!
Shawn walks away from ed
SHAWN
I'm a asshole?
ED
Yeah number one asshole!
SHAWN
Gus?
GUS
Yeah he's right your an asshole!
Shawn walk over to the coffee pot and pours a cup then sits
down on a chair
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SHAWN

Why now?
GUS
We didn't want to hurt your feelings.
Shawn goes to sip the coffee Gus stops him
GUS (cont'd)
No Shawn it ain't worth dying for.
Shawn looks into the coffee cup then looks at Gus
SHAWN
Why what's in here?
GUS
If haven't had it before it ain't
worth trying.
Shawn look back into the cup then looks back up and smiles
SHAWN
You know what your guys are so full
of bullshit it makes me wanna puke!
Shawn takes a sip of coffee and spits it out
CUT TO:Gus's apartment hallway Gus walking towards his door
and puts his key into the door and doesn't hear the door
unlock
GUS
What the fuck?
Gus reaches down and turns the door knob only to realize the
doorknob turns freely
Gus opens the door and walks in to see Kitt standing near
the entrance way
GUS (cont'd)
Son of a bitch?
KITT
Still haven't changed the lock?
GUS
Yeah i did but how?
KITT
Listen can we talk?
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GUS

About what?
KITT
What you saw the day.
Gus staring at Kitt
GUS(V.O.)
Yeah that day you know the one which
literally made you go crazy.
DISSOLVE TO:EXT.AFTERNOON Gus walking down the street and
stopping in front of a old looking building with the address
almost faded away and paint chipped off the side .
Gus looks toward the faded address then walks back to take a
look at the building
GUS
Really this place wow what could be
possibly going on here.
Gus walks around to the back but stops near the corner
GUS (cont'd)
Oh shit.
Gus leans back against the wall the sneaks his head around
the corner too see Kitt walking towards the back entrance of
the building
Gus puts his head back around the corner
GUS (cont'd)
I hope she didn't see me cause i
would be fucked both ways!
Gus leans over to look again to see Kitt open the door and
walk into the building
GUS (cont'd)
Why would she enter the front i
wonder!
Gus walks toward the back entrance to see a car turn down
the alley
Gus runs back to the corner of the building as the car gets
closer then stops at the back entrance
Gus looks over too see guy from flea market getting out of
the car and jogging into the building
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Gus turns back
GUS (cont'd)
Okay! What the fuck!
Gus turns to walk into the building when his phone rings Gus
runs back to the corner of the building and answers his
phone
GUS (cont'd)
Hello?
BOSS(V.O.)
(where the hell have
you been .)
GUS
What who is this?
BOSS(V.O.)
(hello your boss
that's who.)
Gus interrupts
GUS
Oh shit sorry sir i uh i had my phone
on silent all day.
BOSS(V.O.)
(oh really!Silent
well you got 20
minutes to get your
ass to the office
and i mean 20
minutes. )
GUS
Yes sir 20 minutes um may i ask why?
BOSS(V.O.)
(You want to keep
your job son! )
GUS
Yes sir!
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BOSS(V.O.)
(Then get your ass
over here 20
minutes!)

GUS
But I'm on the other side of town
sir?
BOSS(V.O.)
(Well then your
problem not mine now
isn't it! )
GUS
Yes sir my problem 20 minutes I'll be
there!
BOSS(V.O.)
(good now quit
wasting my time
because its worth
something unlike
yours its worth
nothing now move it
or lose it .)
boss hangs up and Gus hangs up
GUS
God damn it!
Gus looks down at his watch then looks around the corner
then looks back
GUS (cont'd)
20 minutes shit can go down hill in 5
and I'm worried about the girl i like
and my job .
Gus starts to walk away toward the main street
GUS (cont'd)
Son of a bitch why me and why now!
CUT TO:INT.Office building where Gus works
Gus walking down the hallway towards the boss's office where
the are many offices and cubicles
Shawn walks up to Gus
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SHAWN
Gus hows it going man!
Gus still walking
GUS
Not now Shawn I'll talk to you later
okay !
SHAWN
Dude just to let you know the boss he
is in a .
Gus interrupts Shawn
GUS
Don't care okay! I'll talk to you
later okay!
Shawn stops as Gus continues into the Boss's office
Gus enters the Boss's office to see the boss behind his desk
and Dr Norman in a chair in front of the boss
BOSS
Gus have a seat.
GUS
Okay?
Gus sits down next to Dr Norman
BOSS
I know you to have met and Dr Norman
has let me in on how your progress
has well how to say it developed.
Gus looks over to Dr Norman with a weird look
GUS
Really? How did i do doc?
DR NORMAN
Well Gus? It depends?
Boss interrupts
BOSS
What he is saying is Gus i am willing
to keep you but under some rule
changes.
Gus looks over towards the boss
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GUS
What changes Sir?
BOSS
Well Gus your not going to be in the
same position you were in.
Gus interrupts
GUS
Oh?
BOSS
No. Your going to be in a different
position and your going to be
underneath Shawn.
Gus with a shocked look on his face
GUS
But sir! Shawn is a idiot i got him
that position and !
Boss interrupts
BOSS
Yes and we know all that but i feel
with what transpired in the meeting
that unpleasant day that this would
be a suitable punishment for you and
with a little guidance of Dr Norman
we feel that you might do something
else a little elaborate.
Gus looks back towards Dr Norman
GUS
Really ?
DR NORMAN
Gus we feel that with a little less
stress on you right now you could
refocus on the task at hand.
GUS
A little less stress !
BOSS
Gus if you accept this it will be a
evaluation in a year.
Gus looks at boss in shock
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GUS
But sir it took me years to get to
where i am right now!
DR NORMAN
And that is why we are.
Gus interrupts
GUS
Hopefully you don't mean me going
fucking nuts!
DR NORMAN
Well i ?
Gus interrupts
GUS
What i meant before Dr dipstick here
thinks that it took me years to go
crazy which it didn't it only took
five to ten minutes!
Boss interrupts
BOSS
Gus Dr Norman here is a very good
psychologists and i believe that!
Gus interrupts
GUS
Hold on a second! He did jack shit
for me there all he did was point out
little simple things i could have
figured out myself thank you!
DR NORMAN
Well did you?
GUS
Did i what?
DR NORMAN
Did you figure out what was wrong ?
GUS
Yeah i did !
DR NORMAN
Well tell us what was wrong then?
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BOSS
Whats going on here?
GUS
You want me to tell you or him!
Gus points to the boss
DR NORMAN
Why don't you tell us both .
GUS
Okay!
Gus stands up and starts to walk around the office
GUS (cont'd)
You know its hard to explain
BOSS
What's hard to explain did i miss
something Dr Norman
Dr Norman looks at the boss and shrugs his shoulders
GUS
You know your little living in the
bubble bullshit you were telling me
doc?
DR NORMAN
Yes and about getting out of it and
living a little.
GUS
Yeah yeah that crap! I did figure it
out!
DR NORMAN
And?
GUS
I know what you mean.
BOSS
Well damn it tell us!
Gus looks at the boss and points and smiles
GUS
Even better I'll show you on what i
think !
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Gus goes over to a water cooler
GUS (cont'd)
May I!
BOSS
Of course go ahead?
GUS
Thank you!
Gus grabs a paper cup and puts some water in it and drinks
it
GUS (cont'd)
mmmmmmm that's good chilled right?
BOSS
Yes it's chilled?
Gus walks over to the boss who is sitting down
Boss tries to get up Gus stops him
GUS
You might want to sit for this one?
Boss sits back down in his chair
BOSS
What's going on here ?
GUS
Sush please?
Get takes the paper cup and places it on the boss's head
GUS (cont'd)
That looks about right?
BOSS
Gus what are you ?
Gus interrupts by smacking the cup flat on the bosses head
Boss with a shocked look on his face and trying to say
something but cant get the words completely out
Gus grabs the boss by the shoulders
GUS
Sir sir ?
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Boss looks at Gus
GUS (cont'd)
Sir take a deep breath?
Boss takes a deep breath
GUS (cont'd)
Now what were you going to say?
Boss looks at Gus with his face turning red
BOSS YELLING
No one does that to me you crazy
fuck! I don't care how nuts you are
or even if you need a straight jacket
the first thing I'm doing is !
Gus interrupts
GUS
Oh let me guess !
Boss interrupts
BOSS YELLING
your fired!
GUS
I think i made that point!
BOSS YELLING
You won't find a job in this city
ever again !
GUS
Ha! You know what i don't care
because i quit and you little fat
fuck don't have shit !
BOSS YELLING
Excuse me!
GUS
You heard me! You don't have shit
everyone here knows that! Oh by the
way your welcome for saving your
life!
Boss looks at Gus with a confused look
BOSS YELLING
How the hell did you save my life!
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GUS
Giving you a relief of high pressure!
Gus starts to walk out of the office
BOSS YELLING
Where are you going I'm not done with
you!
Gus turns around at the doorway and look at the boss
GUS
You might not be done with me but I'm
done with you oh by the way!
Gus goes up to Dr Norman
GUS (cont'd)
Thanks doc for helping me.
Gus shakes Dr Norman's hand and walks out of the office
BOSS YELLING
Well Dr what the hell now!
Dr Norman looks at the boss then looks over towards Gus
leaving then back to the boss
DR NORMAN
Umm i don't really know this was
unexpected i guess?
Dr Norman smiles and a little laugh
Boss walks up to Dr Norman
BOSS YELLING
Unexpected hey well no shit!
CUT TO: Gus walking down the office hallway with office
staff looking at him
FADE OUT
5

FADE IN:EXT.AFTERNOON GUS WALKING IN BACK ALLEY TOWARDS THE
OLD BUILDING WHERE HE SAW KITT WALK INTO A FEW HOURS EARLIER
Gus stops to see the car of The Guy who was at the flea
market and then looks at the door and pauses a moment
GUS
Still here what the fuck is going on?
(CONTINUED)
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Gus walks toward the door and stops to here music being
played loud
GUS (cont'd)
What the hell!
Gus puts his ear to the door
GUS (cont'd)
Why is there music?
Gus's phone rings
GUS (cont'd)
Shit!
Gus answers the phone
GUS (cont'd)
Hello!
SHAWN(V.O.)OTHER LINE
(Yo Gus! What the
hell what happened
in the office man
the boss is fucking
just went crazy! )
GUS
Hey listen! I'll tell you later i got
some shit going on here!
SHAWN(V.O.)OTHER LINE
(what shit you okay)
Gus interrupts
GUS
Yeah! I'm okay so far but meet me at.
Shawn interrupts

SHAWN(V.O.)OTHER LINE
(Wait! What do you
mean so far?)
GUS
Well i mean i am going in.

(CONTINUED)
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SHAWN(V.O.)OTHER LINE
(Okay dude before you
go in you wait for
me okay!)

GUS
Kitt`s in there and she might be?
Shawn interrupts
SHAWN(V.O.)OTHER LINE
(I don't care if your
mother is in there
don`t go in with out
me i`ll bee there
just give me a
address okay!)
GUS
Listen it can`t be all that bad?
SHAWN(V.O.)OTHER LINE
(Listen to yourself i
can`t be that bad
hello yes it can be
that bad.)
GUS
Okay! I`ll wait but if your not here
in 5 minutes i`m going in but if get
here and i`m gone wait 5 minutes then
come in after okay!
SHAWN(V.O.)OTHER LINE
Okay but letting you know i don`t
like that plan but okay .
Gus gives address to Shawn (address given at later time).
GUS
Okay got it!
SHAWN(V.O.)OTHER LINE
Got it!
GUS
Remember 5 minutes then i`m going in
SHAWN(V.O.)OTHER LINE
Still don`t like it man but okay
GUS
Good now get the hell over here
(CONTINUED)
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SHAWN(V.O.)OTHER LINE
Okay i`m on the way
Gus hangs up the phone and goes back to listening at the
door
GUS
Fuck it 5 minutes is to long and
she`s in there
Music stops playing Gus lifts head from the door and walks
back and forth in a quick pace

GUS (cont'd)
Yeah fuck it i`m going in
Gus reaches and opens the door and enters the building
INT.Building- dark can hardly see
Gus walking through the hallway of the building and sees
another door
Music starts up again
Gus goes up to to the door and puts his eat to the door
GUS (cont'd)
What the hell is going on in here
Gus stands up and quietly opens the door only to be blinded
by a light and smoke
Gus coughs
GUS (cont'd)
What the hell
Gus gains his vision and can barely see through the smoke as
he coughs a little
GUS (cont'd)
What is going on here its like a fire
Gus begins to walk through the smoke filled room
Gus hits a table
GUS (cont'd)
What the hell was that

(CONTINUED)
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Gus bend down and feels the table
GUS (cont'd)
Why is there a table and what's with
the pillow
Gus continues to walk and then trips over something
Gus screams as he is falling down and hits the floor
Gus sits up and grabs something and looks to see the guy
from the flea market in front of him
BOTH
You!! what the hell are you doing
here!
DIRECTOR(YELLING)
Cut Cut!What the hell is going on
here!
Director starts walking up to both men
GUS
I was going to ask the same question
till i fell down!
GUY
Yeah and you grabbed my dick.
GUS
I did not?
GUY
Yeah well! What are you holding on
to?
Gus looks down and releases
GUS
Ewww!
Gus looks up at the guy
GUY
Don't worry i wont tell anyone.
GUS
Thanks i think?
Guy blows Gus a kiss and smiles
Gus had a weird look on his face
(CONTINUED)
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DIRECTOR
Who the fuck are you?
Gus looks at the director
GUS
I'm here looking for Kitt. who the
fuck are you!
DIRECTOR
I'm the director of the film you just
interrupted!
Gus looks around the room
GUS
What kind of film is this with a
naked hobo in a smokey room?
GUY
Whoa! A hobo excuse me?
guy gets up and walks away
DIRECTOR
Listen he didn't mean it you didn't
mean!
GUS
Yeah i did! What did you pay him with
a sandwich or two?
Guy starts to cry
DIRECTOR
Listen you know hard it was to get
him to come here to do this!
GUS
I bet you know walking around the
streets and?
Director interrupts
DIRECTOR(YELLING)
He is a star of several films and he
is good at what he does now see you
made him cry!
Gus looks over to guy who is crying
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GUS
Gee last time we met he sure as hell
acted allot more gruff.
DIRECTOR
What you two met before?
GUS
Yeah kinda?
Kitt comes walking from another room in white lingerie
KITT
Okay I'm ready to oh my god!
Kitt staring right as Gus
KITT (cont'd)
Gus what are you doing?
Gus interrupts
GUS
Trying to figure out the same thing!
What are you doing here?
KITT
I'm working!
GUS
Working!
Kitt interrupts
KITT
Gus let me explain later please?
DIRECTOR
Well now i know your name now what
the fuck is going on here!
KITT
Gus just leave okay I'll explain
later okay!
Kitt picks up Gus and tries to walk him out
GUS
No! How about you explain now since a
few of us want to know?
DIRECTOR
Please bitch explain?
(CONTINUED)
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Gus looks over to the director and starts to walk over to
him
GUS
Bitch! You don't call her a bitch!
Director begins to walk backwards
DIRECTOR(YELLING)
Security! Security!
Gus gets up close to the director
GUS
Now apologize to her!
DIRECTOR(YELLING)
Fuck you! My set,My rules, I'll do
what ever I want!
Kitt grabbing Gus
KITT
Gus please just go okay!
GUS(YELLS)
What kind of film is this tell me
now!
KITT
It's a porn film!
Gus turn to Kitt with a shocked look on his face
GUS(YELLS)
A what!
GUY
Hey asshole!
Gus turns around
GUS(YELLS)
Listen motherfu!
Gus gets hit in the face with a punch from a giant fist and
then Gus falls down out cold
FADE OUT With Gus out cold
FADE IN:Gus's apartment with Gus sitting down on the couch
and Kitt standing
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KITT
Gus i know your mad and i know i have
to explain myself.
GUS
So explain please why the hell before
getting knocked out you mention you
were doing a porn.
KITT
I know i do ?
Gus interrupts
GUS
How many films have you done?
Kitt takes a deep breath
KITT
A few.
GUS
Whats a few like 3 or 4 ?
Kitt with a weird look on her face
KITT
Like 30 or 40.
Gus with a shocked look on his face
GUS
30 or 40 which one is it!
Gus gets up and starts to walk around then stops behind the
couch
KITT
it is more towards the?
Gus interrupts
GUS
Holy fuck! Actually i didn't want to
know !
KITT
Gus i was younger and i didn't want
to.
Gus interrupts
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GUS
Really! you didn't think right!
KITT
I knew what i was doing but i thought
more of making a few bucks .
GUS
A few bucks! A few fucks lets see you
happy both ways hahaha!
KITT
Gus please!
GUS
Oh sorry i never meant to do that um
wait yeah i did!
KITT
Your acting like the rest!
GUS
The rest i gather there has been a
few more !
Kitt gets up and walks to Gus
KITT
Yeah there was a few before you and
you all acted the same way you
couldn't let me explain myself!
GUS
Why explain you fuck for money and
sell canned goods hey i just got a
idea !
Gus sees and walks up to a jar of pickles and grabs them
GUS (cont'd)
Homemade pickles made from genuine
cucumbers the only ones porn stars
like if you cant suck'em you can
munch'em or fuck'em!
KITT
Really Gus!
GUS
You know i tried to get a hold of you
because i had something for you!

(CONTINUED)
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KITT
Oh really! Whats that!
GUS
I went to a company that handles this
kind of stuff and guess what!
KITT
Oh what !
GUS
They wanted to put your stuff on the
shelf's small at first but after if
it went well they would make a big
offer!
Kitt looks at Gus
KITT
Really i didn't know?
GUS
Yeah well you would have known if you
weren't sucking some creepy guy cock
which in fact what the hell is with
that.
KITT
We have known each other for awhile
but he has no interest in me.
GUS
Gee i wonder why!
KITT
He is gay.
GUS
He's Gay oh well that just ! Wait
what?
Kitt interrupts
KITT
He makes films for money but he is
gay.
GUS
Then why did he come after me?
KITT
Because he thought you were.
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Gus interrupts
GUS
How come you made it look like you
didn't know him ?
KITT
I was going to explain but your
friend came up and things got a
little complicated.
GUS
Well he sure made sure that it got
complicated especially after he
knocked me out.
KITT
He didn't punch you.
GUS
Then who ?
KITT
You know the big guy who works next
to me.
Gus with a astonished look on his face
GUS
You mean ?
KITT
He does security for me.
Gus walks to the couch and sits down
GUS
So you know him also ?
KITT
Yes.
GUS
You two didn't?
Kitt interrupts
KITT
Oh god no!
GUS
Then why all the secrets.
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Kitt sits down next to Gus
KITT
Listen i didn't want to get hurt so i
kind of tried to keep the distance
between us.
GUS
So you ?
Kitt interrupts
KITT
I do.
Gus looks at Kitt
GUS
You do what?
Kitt smiles
KITT
I do like you and i want to be with
you.
Gus looks back at Kitt and stands back up
GUS
No.
Kitt looking with a disheartened look on her face
KITT
What do you mean?
Gus walks toward the door and opens it
GUS
I think you should leave.
Kitt gets up and walks toward Gus and stops in front of him
KITT
Please tell me why after this long of
trying to know each other!
Gus interrupts
GUS
I'm looking for a normal person
someone who isn't hiding secrets or
doing crazy things for money.
(CONTINUED)
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Kitt starts to cry
KITT
So you think I'm not normal!
GUS
I think?
Kitt interrupts
KITT
No let me tell you something normal
is what you make normal it doesn't
matter what a person does or how they
act if you can look beyond their
mistakes and flaws you would find
that normal your looking for.
Gus looks at Kitt
GUS
I think you should go.
Gus waves his arm toward the door and Kitt walks out and
turns around
KITT
Well i hope you find your normal one
day soon because the way you are
right now your going to be one lonely
person the rest of your life.
Gus looks at Kitt then closes the door
FADE TO BLACK
6

FADE IN:SOUND OF TELEVISION BEING FLIPPED THROUGH THE
CHANNEL

6

7

INT. GUS'S APARTMENT GUS SITTING ON THE COUCH WEARING CASUAL
CLOTHES EATING AND FLIPPING THROUGH THE CHANNELS OF THE
TELEVISION WITH THE SOUND OF KNOCKING AT THE DOOR

7

Gus presses pause on the remote and stops for a second to
hear the knocking on the door
Gus gets up and walks to the door and opens it to see Shawn
and Ed on the other side
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SHAWN
Holy fuck man! Where have you been on
the shitter!
GUS
I've been here on the couch. why?

Shawn and Ed enter the apartment and look around to see a
messy apartment
SHAWN
Dude what the hell!
Gus looks around also
GUS
What?
ED
You feeling alright bud?
Gus shrugs his shoulders
SHAWN
Looks like a war went through here
and your the only survivor?
GUS
Yeah well i meant to clean up
sometime well eventually.
SHAWN
When?
Gus looks to see a old pizza box and reaches down grabs it
and opens it to see a old piece in the box
GUS
When i finished this.
Shawn looks at Gus with a disgusted look
SHAWN
How old is that?
Gus stops and thinks for a minute
GUS
I think it is .
Shawn interrupts
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SHAWN
On second thought i don't really want
to know that bad?
Ed looks over Shawn's shoulder
ED
I think a week?
Shawn and Gus look at Ed
SHAWN
What !
ED
The cheese is really solid so about a
week.
SHAWN
How the..
Gus interrupts
GUS
Yeah that would be about right now
thinking of it.
Gus drops the pizza box on the floor and walk away from
Shawn and Ed and sits on the couch
Shawn and Ed walk up to Gus and stand over him in front of
the television Gus leans around Both of them trying to see
the television
GUS (cont'd)
Uh guys your in my way?
SHAWN
Yeah no shit bud you need help!
GUS
Really i do.
SHAWN
Yeah you do!
Gus looks at Shawn and Ed
GUS
Your right i need help.
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SHAWN
Finally! Some sense has come from
you!
Gus leans over the side of the couch and grabs a bucket of
chicken
GUS
I need help finishing these off
before they stink this place up who
wants to help.
ED
I will!
Ed sits down beside Gus and grabs a piece of chicken
Shawn with a surprised look on his face
SHAWN
Dude!
Ed and Gus look up at Shawn
ED AND GUS
Yes!
SHAWN
We are here to help him not join him!
Ed and Gus look at each other
GUS
Want some gravy with that if i have
some left over.
ED
Sure!
Gus leans back over the side of the couch
Suddenly a knock on the door
Shawn goes to the door
SHAWN
Want me to answer that?
Gus leans back over and looks at Shawn
GUS
Oh could you please! I'm a little
busy here thanks!
(CONTINUED)
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Shawn answers the door to see Dr Norman on the other side
DR NORMAN
Hi is this Gus's place?
SHAWN
Hey meatball it's for you?
Shawn walks away
GUS
Oh hey doc! Come on in!
Dr Norman walks in
DR NORMAN
Hi sorry to bother you i was just
seeing how everything was?
Dr Norman looks over the place and sees Gus and Ed sitting
on the couch
DR NORMAN (cont'd)
I see things are going okay?
Shawn walks over to Dr Norman
SHAWN
Does everything look okay to you!
DR NORMAN
Well i don't judge on how people
live? But i do have to say for living
in a pig pen then everything must be?
SHAWN
No! Everything is not okay man he has
never been this way never!
DR NORMAN
Well then lets see whats the matter?
SHAWN
Can't you tell! He's messed up!
DR NORMAN
Gus?
GUS
Yeah.
DR NORMAN
Who's your decorator?
(CONTINUED)
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GUS
I haven't cleaned up in a little
while.
DR NORMAN
Oh well then everything is okay .
GUS
Yeah pretty much hey you want to sit
down and join us for chicken.
Dr Norman walks over to the couch and sits beside Ed
Ed passes a piece of chicken over to Dr Norman
DR NORMAN
Ah? No thanks i already ate?
GUS
Okay we can save it for you next time
you come over.
DR NORMAN
I'll take a rain check.
ED
You sure there going fast.
Dr Norman looks over to Ed
DR NORMAN
And you are?
ED
I'm Ed.
Ed drops the chicken piece and puts his hand out to shake
and Dr Norman looks at Ed's hand and then shakes his finger
DR NORMAN
Hi Ed I'm Dr Norman.Gus are you sure
you feeling okay?
Gus looks over to Dr Norman and gives a thumbs up then
leans back to watching TV
Dr Norman leans back then looks at ed
ed looks at Dr Norman
ED
You know he is not alright ?
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DR NORMAN
Oh yeah i know that do you know that?
Ed looks over to Gus and Gus smiles at ed
Ed looks back at Dr Norman and shrugs his shoulders
ED
I don't know I'm not a fucking
doctor.
DR NORMAN
Are you sure your not a doctor?
ED
Yup!
DR NORMAN
And that's why you have done nothing
to help.
ED
Yup!
Dr Norman gets up and looks at Gus and Ed sitting on the
couch
DR NORMAN
Well i am a doctor and you Gus are an
idiot! And your friend here is a
complete moron!
Gus and Ed look at each other then look back at Dr Norman
ED
But i was liking you man i thought
you were cool.
Dr Norman with disgusted look
DR NORMAN
Really! You aren't helping here!
Shawn walks over to Dr Norman and puts his arm around him
SHAWN
See finally someone with class around
here right doc.
Dr Norman pushes Shawn's arm off him and backs up
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DR NORMAN
Your not a idiot or a moron but your
an ass straight up pure bred ass.
Shawn looks in shock
Ed and Gus start to laugh
DR NORMAN (cont'd)
Why the hell are you laughing?
GUS
Because you hit the nail right in the
coffin.
SHAWN
I'm a ass?
Gus looks over to Shawn
GUS
Yup.
Gus gets up and starts to walk over to the door
GUS (cont'd)
And you know what doc your right i am
a idiot because i let the girl of my
dreams slip right through my fingers
and didn't realize it till now!
Dr Norman looking at Gus with a confused look
DR NORMAN
So all this !
Gus interrupts
GUS
Yup all this is me feeling like a
total dipshit and you know why!
DR NORMAN
Why tell us?
GUS
like you said I'm a idiot!
Gus grabs a bunch of objects and starts to throw them around
Dr Norman ,Shawn and Ed gather together watching Gus
throwing a fit
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Gus picks up the pizza box with old pizza in it then turns
around toward DR Norman,Shawn and Ed while opening the door
GUS (cont'd)
Well guess what you all can go fuck
off right out the door like this
pizza!
Gus spins around and throws the pizza out the door only to
hit the Comic Book Guy right in the chest
Gus looks in shock
GUS (cont'd)
Oh my god!
Ed,Shawn and Dr Norman come to the door to see the Comic guy
walking through the door
GUS (cont'd)
I am so sorry !
Comic guy walks up to Gus and stops in front of Gus
Dr Norman walks up and stands at the side between Gus and
The Comic Guy
DR NORMAN
Excuse me sir Hi I'm Dr Norman and i
know you what you are thinking and we
can discuss some more rational ways
to deal with?
Comic Guy punches Gus in the face sending Gus Backwards out
cold then looks over to Dr Norman with his hand still
cliched in a fist.
DR NORMAN (cont'd)
Ah well i was thinking?
COMIC GUY
Shut up and stand back.
DR NORMAN
Uh yeah no problem.
Comic Guy picks up Gus and throws him over his shoulder and
starts to walk out the door
Ed ,Shawn and Dr Norman start to walk behind the Comic guy
Comic Guy stops and turns around with Gus's head hitting to
doorway
(CONTINUED)
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COMIC GUY

Stay here.
DR NORMAN,SHAWN,ED
Hey yeah no problem yeah no worries.
Comic guy walks out down the hallway and disappears
Dr Norman, Ed and Shawn look down the hallway then walk back
into Gus's apartment
SHAWN
Okay he's gone let's go follow him!
Ed and Dr Norman look at Shawn then look down to the pizza
box
DR NORMAN
I got a better idea . want to know
how old that pizza is?
SHAWN
What!
ED
I said a week?
SHAWN
Ed really!
DR NORMAN
Really! A week i would have said 2
weeks?
SHAWN(YELLS)
Guys our friend and your client just
got kidnapped by a fucking giant!
DR NORMAN
You know your right he did get taken
but i think he can handle it?
ED
I think the doc is right .
SHAWN(YELLS)
Really!
DR NORMAN
Look at this way do you want to go
fight that thing i mean look what he
just did . Now do you really want to
go that route?
(CONTINUED)
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SHAWN
Well not really i was just seeing if
you guys would go first but when you
put it that way ?
Shawn pulls out a twenty hands it to Ed
SHAWN (cont'd)
What's today?
ED
Thursday.
SHAWN
I bet Monday.
Dr Norman picks up the box
DR NORMAN
Great then we all agree lets go.
Dr Norman,Ed and Shawn walk out of Gus's apartment
DR NORMAN (cont'd)
Come my little specimen time to make
some money hahahaha.
FADE TO BLACK
FADE IN:MOMENTS LATER
Shot
from
goes
room

of Gus waking up from being knocked out (this shot is
Gus's point of view where it starts out black and then
to blurry while trying to focus on the light in the
he is in)

Gus looking up at a light trying to focus and trying to
figure out where he is
GUS
Wha where am i?
KITT
Are you okay what did he do to you?
Gus still focusing
GUS
Whats going on?
KITT
Your going to be alright it's okay
now.
(CONTINUED)
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GUS

Wha?
KITT
Do you remember what happened?
Gus's vision is focused now and sees kitt in front of him
standing up
Gus tries to move but can't
Gus looks around to see he is tied down to a chair
GUS
Wow great i didn't think this would
happen?
Kitt standing in front of Gus
KITT
What did he do to you?
GUS
What do you mean?
KITT
You are a mess?
Gus looks down at himself then looks up and laughs a little
GUS
Ah yes well he did nothing that was
all me.
KITT
And the smell?
Gus smiles
GUS
Well i haven't done a few things the
last few days
KITT
Are you insane?
GUS
No just got tired of my ever existing
life.
KITT
Why?
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GUS
Cause of you?
KITT
Me what did i do?
GUS
Everything you came into my normal
life and wreck it .
KITT
Well I'm sorry i wrecked your normal
life but i had nothing to do with
this!
Kitt starts to walk away
GUS WHISPERING
Son of a bitch!
GUS(YELLS)
Wait!
Kitt stops
GUS(YELLS) (cont'd)
I didn't mean it like that!
Kitt turns around
KITT
Then how did you mean it?
GUS
I meant you came into my life and
wrecked it by making me stop and
seeing what life is by showing me
what i am missing.
Kitt goes up to Gus and leans over him
KITT
And?
GUS
And well you showed me that when
things get rough that their is
compromise and normal is not what it
seems.
KITT
How did i do all that?
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GUS
Really look at me i got a mustard
stained shirt and I''m wearing
tattered sweats i look like shit.
KITT
Yeah you do look like shit?
GUS
Yeah and i never would look like
this? But i missed the time with you
and i didn't realize that till i lost
you?
Kitt sits on Gus's lap
KITT
Really?
GUS
Yeah really.
KITT
What about all this?
GUS
Well uh i guess I'll have to adjust
and go from their.
KITT
What about the business?
GUS
Well we still have a few days to get
that together and.
Kitt interrupts
KITT
How is this going to work?
GUS
Well i think you being the boss in
all and me being the brains.
Kitt starts to laugh
KITT
If I'm going to be the boss i want my
own office and?
Gus interrupts
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GUS
Hey boss! First thing before we think
of all that can i get untied first?
Kitt laughing
KITT
Oh no! Not till i get what i want
first then after I'll think of it!
GUS
Well can i have a promotion to?
Kitt gets up and starts to walk away laughing
Gus starts to hop the chair behind Kitt
SHOT MOVING UPWARDS WITH KITT LAUGHING AND GUS FOLLOWING
BEHIND
GUS (cont'd)
Boss boss hey this isn't funny
anymore!
FADE TO BLACK the end.
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